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Discrete orthogonal wavelets are a family of functions with compact support which form a ba-
sis on a bounded domain. Use of these wavelet families as Galerkin trial functions for solving
partial differential equations (PDE’s) has been a topic of interest for the last decade, though
research has primarily focused on equations with constant parameters. In the current paper the
wavelet-Galerkin method is extended to allow spatial variation of equation parameters. A rep-
resentative example from the field of vibration illustrates the method: compression waves in a
bar with varying elastic modulus. The computed natural frequencies and modeshapes are com-
pared to finite element solutions and show excellent correspondence. The wavelet-Galerkin
method is also shown to be an efficient and convenient solution method as the majority of the
calculations are performed a priori and can be stored for use in solving future PDE’s. This
efficiency is displayed by performing a stochastic analysis of elastic modulus variation to de-
termine the effect on the frequency response function.

1. Introduction

The wavelet-Galerkin method has emerged as an accurate and efficient means of approximating
the solution of partial differential equations (PDE’s) [1]. Wavelets are well localized, oscillatory
functions which provide a basis of L2(R) and can be modified to a basis of L2[a,b] where [a,b] is a
bounded domain [2]. These localized characteristics of discrete, orthogonal wavelets allow sparse rep-
resentation of piecewise signals, including transients and singularities, making them useful functions
for use in the Galerkin approach when non-smooth or non-periodic solutions are predicted [3].

Discrete, orthogonal wavelets have been used by a number of investigators in a Galerkin approach
to solving differential equations. Williams and Amaratunga provide a review of orthogonal wavelet
use in engineering [4] and specifically to solutions of linear boundary value problems [5]. Beylkin
and Keiser [6] attempt to efficiently capture shock-like responses in nonlinear equations described
by the semigroup approach. Restrepo and Leaf [7] look specifically at periodic solutions using or-
thogonal wavelets, and Pernot and Lamarque [8] investigate transient vibrations and stability analysis.
Beylkin [9], Chen et al. [10], and Romine and Peyton [11] all investigate the computation of inner
products and other operators of orthogonal wavelets on bounded domains; the exact solution to these
operators was paramount in the development of the discrete, orthogonal wavelet-Galerkin method.

In the current investigation, a method for solving one-dimensional partial differential equations
with spatially dependent variables is introduced using discrete, orthogonal wavelets, known as Daube-
chies wavelets [1]. A specific example of axial vibrations of a bar with varying elastic modulus is used
to illustrate the approach. Details on how to account for various boundary and loading conditions are
given, and the efficiency of the method is shown by performing a stochastic analysis of the variation
in elastic modulus.
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The paper is broken into four sections. In Section 2 the notation and relevant theory for orthogonal
wavelets is reviewed. In Section 3 the orthogonal wavelet-Galerkin method for PDE’s with spatially
dependent variable is developed using axial vibrations of a bar. Section 4 provides details of the
numerical model, and Section 5 presents results validating the method for constant properties and
displays efficiency using a stochastic analysis to vary the elastic modulus.

2. Notation of orthogonal wavelets

The orthogonal wavelet family is defined by a set of L filter coefficients {p� : � = 0,1, . . . ,L−1},
where L is an even integer. The fundamental two-scale equations in wavelet theory are defined as

φ(x) =
L−1

∑
�=0

p�φ(2x− �) (1)

ψ(x) =
L−1

∑
�=0

(−1)�p1−�φ(2x− �) (2)

where φ(x) is the scaling function and ψ(x) is the wavelet function, with fundamental support over the
finite intervals [0,L−1] and [1−L/2,L/2], respectively. These equations can be used to determine the
value of the scaling and wavelet function at dyadic points x = n/2J, n = 0,1, . . . using the algorithm
provided by Chen et al. [10]. The wavelet decomposition is analogous to a filter bank [3]; the scaling
functions act as low-pass filters while the wavelets act as high-pass filters.

The wavelet filter coefficients p� were derived by Daubechies to produce scaling and wavelet
functions with specific properties [1, 10], some of which include:

• the area under the scaling function is unity∫ ∞

−∞
φ(x)dx = 1 (3)

• the coefficients sum to two

L−1

∑
�=0

p� = 2 (4)

• the scaling function and its translates are orthogonal∫ ∞

−∞
φ(x)φ(x− k)dx = δ0,k k ∈ Z (5)

Chen et al. [10] show that a subspace of L2[a,b] can be formed from the linear spans of the scaling
functions at resolution level J

φJ,k(x) = 2J/2φ(2Jx− k) k ∈ Z (6)

The span of scaling functions at level J is commonly denoted VJ . The characteristics of the scaling
function levels allows for a multiresolution analysis of a finite domain on L2[a,b] by decomposition
of the space into a chain of closed subspaces [10]

V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V3 ⊂ ·· · ⊂ L2[a,b] (7)

such that⋂
J=0,1,...

VJ = {0}
⋃

J=0,1,...
VJ = L2[a,b]. (8)
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3. Orthogonal wavelet-Galerkin method

Discrete, orthogonal scaling functions defined by Eq. (1) are generally highly non-smooth and
fractal in nature: as one increases the resolution the shape does not converge but rather continues
to increase in complexity. This makes accurately estimating inner products which involve scaling
functions difficult when using numerical integration or quadrature. Interestingly, the exact solution
to many orthogonal wavelet operators have been derived using the two-scale properties [9, 10, 11]
allowing relatively simple implementation of the wavelet-Galerkin scheme. The equation of motion
for axial vibrations of a bar is used below as a instructional example (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Bar used in investigation

3.1 Axial vibrations of a bar

The equation of motion for the elastodynamics of a bar assuming no body forces is [12]

∂
∂x

(
EA

∂y
∂x

)
= ρA

∂ 2y
∂ t2 +ηA

∂y
∂ t

(9)

where y(x, t) is the axial displacement of the bar, E is the elastic modulus, ρ is the mass per unit
volume, A is the cross-sectional area, and η is the damping factor. It is assumed the elastic modulus
of the bar varies with x (i.e. E = E(x)); all other parameters are assumed to remain constant. Fur-
thermore, all loading in this investigation is harmonic, thus the displacement is assumed to be of the
form

y(x, t) = Y (x)eiωt (10)

where ω is the frequency of vibration and i =
√−1. Accounting for the spatial dependency and the

harmonic response results in the following equation of motion

E
d2Y
dx2 +

dE
dx

dY
dx

+βY (x) = 0 (11)

where

β = ρω2 − iωη. (12)

Without loss of generality, assume the total length of the bar is 1m. Let the domain x ∈ [0, 1] be
discretized by 2J points, hence the distance between discrete points Δx = 1/2J.

3.2 Galerkin approximation

In accordance with the Galerkin method [13], a trial solution u(x) � Y (x) is introduced using
scaling functions at level J as the test functions

u(x) =
2J−1

∑
k=2−L

ukφJ,k(x) = 2J/2
2J−1

∑
k=2−L

ukφ(2Jx− k) J > 0. (13)

At this point in the derivation the variation in the elastic modulus of the bar is known but remains
general. The inner product of the scaling function with E(x) is eventually required in the Galerkin
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approach. The solution to such an inner product is not generally solvable algebraically, and the fractal
nature of the scaling functions make numerical integration prone to numerical error. To allow spatially
varying parameters the function E(x) is written in the scaling function domain

E(x)�
2J−1

∑
j=2−L

E j φJ, j(x) = 2J/2
2J−1

∑
j=2−L

E j φ(2Jx− j) (14)

where the coefficients Ej are calculated using the inner product [2]

Ej =

∫ 1

0
E(x)φJ, j(x)dx (15)

The Galerkin residual R is found by substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (11)

R =
2J−1

∑
j=2−L

2J−1

∑
k=2−L

E juk

(
φ (0)

J, j (x)φ
(2)
J,k (x)+φ (1)

J, j (x)φ
(1)
J,k (x)

)
+β

2J−1

∑
k=2−L

ukφ (0)
J,k (x) (16)

where the superscript (n) refers to the order of differentiation. The nth derivative of the scaling

function φ (n)
J, j (x) is

φ (n)
J, j (x) = 2nJ+J/2φ (n)(2Jx− j), n = 0,1, . . . ,L/2−1. (17)

It is important to note the limit of n = L/2− 1 due to the vanishing moment condition [1]; in the
current investigation where a second-order derivative is required this condition implies a minimum
wavelet order of L = 6. A method for determining values of the scaling function and its derivatives at
dyadic points x = k/2J is given by Chen et al. [10].

Continuing with the Galerkin method, scaling functions of level J are selected as the weighting
functions. The inner product of the residual and the weighting functions is set to zero∫ 1

0
RφJ,�(x)dx = 0 for �= 2−L,3−L, . . . ,2J −1 (18)

which using Eq. (16), results in

2J−1

∑
j=2−L

2J−1

∑
k=2−L

E juk
(
a�, j,k +b�, j,k

)
+β

2J−1

∑
k=2−L

ukc�,k = 0 (19)

for �= 2−L,3−L, . . . ,2J −1, where

a�, j,k =
∫ 1

0
φJ,�(x)φ

(0)
J, j (x)φ

(2)
J,k (x)dx (20)

b�, j,k =
∫ 1

0
φJ,�(x)φ

(1)
J, j (x)φ

(1)
J,k (x)dx (21)

c�,k =
∫ 1

0
φJ,�(x)φ

(0)
J,k (x)dx. (22)

Chen et al. [10] refer to integrals of form (20) and (21) as three-term connection coefficients, and
integrals of form (22) as two-term connection coefficients. Reference [14] suggests improved algo-
rithms for exact calculation of these connection coefficients. The standard notation for the two-term
and three-term connection coefficients are

Γn
k(x) =

∫ x

0
φ(y)φ (n)(y− k)dy (23)

Ωm,n
j,k (x) =

∫ x

0
φ(y)φ (m)(y− j)φ (n)(y− k)dy. (24)
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Using this notation allows Eq. (19) to be written in matrix form as

[G+βH]uk = 0 (25)

where

G�,k = 25J/2
2J−1

∑
j=2−L

E j

[(
Ω0,2

j−�,k−�(2
J − �)+Ω0,2

j−�,k−� �
)
+
(

Ω1,1
j−�,k−�(2

J − �)+Ω1,1
j−�,k−� �

)]
H�,k = 2J/2 (Γ0

k−�(2
J − �)+Γ0

k−� �
)

and Γn
k(x) and Ωm,n

j,k (x) can be computed as detailed in Refs. [10, 14]. It should be noted that these con-
nection coefficient matrices are parameter independent, thus they can be stored and reused efficiently
for parametric analyses.

3.3 Imposing boundary conditions

As shown in Fig. 1, the bar under investigation is clamped at x = 0 and subject to a harmonic force
at x = 1, which is equivalent to

u(0) = 0 (26)
du
dx

(1) =
F

AE(1)
. (27)

Using Eq. (13) and making use of the compact support of the scaling functions, the boundary condi-
tions can be written in the scaling function domain as

−1

∑
k=2−L

ukφ(−k) = 0 (28)

2J−1

∑
k=2J−L+2

ukφ (1)(2J − k) =
F

23J/2AE(1)
(29)

respectively. Replacement of the first and last rows of Eqn. (25) with Eqns. (28) and (29) fully
constrains the system, allowing solution via standard matrix inversion techniques.

4. Definition of the model

The bar in Fig. 1 has the following properties: length Lbar = 1 m; density ρ = 2700 kg/m3; cross-
sectional area A= 4×10−4 m2; damping factor η = 1×105 N s/m4. The harmonic end load is varied
within the range 0−10 kHz to determine the point-response function at the end of the bar.

To highlight the efficiency of the wavelet-Galerkin approach, a Monte Carlo simulation of 100 re-
alizations is performed to investigate the model’s sensitivity to stochastic variation of elastic modulus.
It is assumed the elastic modulus has the following statistical properties: mean value E = 70 GPa,
standard deviation Ẽ = 7 GPa, and scale of fluctuation δE = 5 m. These statistical properties are used
in conjunction with a K-L expansion to produce the realizations of elastic modulus variation along the
length of the bar using a modified exponential covariance function; the probability density function
(PDF) is described using a log-normal distribution with zero mean, unit variance, and cut-off at nega-
tive three standard deviations from mean to ensure positive elastic modula. Two example realizations
of the elastic modulus variation are shown in Fig. 2. Full details on the implementation of the K-L
expansion for non-Gaussian PDF’s can be found in Ref. [15].

To act as a comparison, a finite-element (FE) model is constructed using truss elements. This
model is used to quantify the accuracy and efficiency of the wavelet-Galerkin approach relative to a
known numerical approach.
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Figure 2. Two example realizations of the variation of elastic modulus with respect to position along the bar

5. Results and discussion

The analytic solution for the natural frequencies of an undamped uniform bar undergoing axial
vibration is

ω =
2n+1
4Lbar

√
E
ρ

for n = 0,1,2, . . . (30)

where the frequency ω is in Hz. For the bar under investigation the first four natural frequencies
are: 1272.94 Hz; 3818.81 Hz; 6364.69 Hz; 8910.56 Hz. Both the wavelet-Galerkin (WG) and finite-
element (FE) approaches are employed using a harmonic analysis from 0-10 kHz to determine the
predicted natural frequencies for an undamped uniform bar (i.e. average elastic modulus used, no
stochastic variation). The results are presented in Fig. 3 as percent errors relative to the analytic
solutions.
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Figure 3. Convergence of finite-element (FE) and wavelet-Galerkin (WG) approaches relative to the analytic
solution for the first four natural frequencies of a uniform bar under axial vibration

A single FE curve is presented where the percent error relative to the analytic solution is approx-
imately 0.1% or less for the first four modes; a total of 64 degrees of freedom (dof) are required for
this convergence tolerance. Three curves representing the WG solutions for different scales are also
included: J = 4 (16 dof); J = 5 (32 dof); J = 6 (64 dof). The relative error for the WG approach
with J = 5 is lower than the FE model with 64 dof; when 64 unknowns are employed for the WG
approach the relative error is an order of magnitude smaller than the equivalent FE model. This
suggests the wavelet-Galerkin approach requires fewer unknowns to produce equivalent prediction
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accuracy compared to the linear finite element approach for this model. As both approaches involve
solving a system of linear equations with order equal to the number of unknowns, this equates to
faster computational times when performing parametric or Monte Carlo simulations.

To quantify this claim, 100 realizations of the bar with stochastically varying elastic modulus are
computed using both the FE and WG methods. The results from the wavelet-Galerkin method (J = 5)
are presented in Fig. 4. The results from the FE model (64 dof) are virtually equivalent; for example
the results for the two realizations shown in Fig. 2 using the FE and WG methods have relative
frequency errors of less than 0.15% for the first four modes and absolute amplitude differences of less
than 0.1 dB. The results from the stochastic analysis themselves are not the goal of this example, but
rather to show the wavelet-Galerkin method can simulate varying realizations of spatially dependent
variables accurately and efficiently.
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Figure 4. Monte Carlo results for 100 realizations of stochastically varied elastic modulus: grey lines are
individual realizations; black line is mean response

The reduced basis size of the WG method (i.e. 32 unknowns for WG vs. 64 unknowns for FE) is
reflected in the computational times for the 100 realization Monte Carlo simulation: 59.8 s for WG;
109.2 s for FE. This relatively low run time for the WG method is not only due to the reduced number
of unknowns, but also reflects the problem independence of the connection-coefficients. Since the
connection coefficients can be stored and reused for all the simulations, deriving the equations of
motion is as computationally inexpensive as using predetermined finite element blocks.

6. Conclusions

The wavelet-Galerkin method is introduced as an accurate and efficient means of estimating the
solution to partial differential equations with spatially varying parameters. Due to the fractal nature
of the scaling functions used as the Galerkin test functions, the spatially varying parameters are trans-
formed into the scaling function domain to allow exact calculations of the required inner products
using the connection-coefficient method. Results for a illustrative example of axial vibrations of a
bar with varying elastic modulus show the wavelet-Galerkin method requires fewer unknowns than
the linear finite element method to predict natural frequencies of equivalent or better numerical accu-
racy. This reduced size coupled with the problem independence of the connection-coefficients result
in efficient calculation of results when performing parametric analyses or Monte Carlo simulations.
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